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The older I get, the more I realize that life is interesting
and something to behold all by its self. Like so many people,
I can now clearly see how life is what you make it, one
adventure after another. The making of life, and the
associated adventures, should be valued, held dear and never
forgotten. Through the good and bad times, at the end of the
day, all we have is life and the responses we rendered to it.
The good thing about life is the reset button. We can reset
things when the desired outcomes and experiences are not
sufficient or worth the effort.
Contrary to belief, because of the reset button, no one is
really stuck or doomed. No, not even close. Courage to click
the reset button is all that is needed to possibly get things
moving in the right direction. Right now, new opportunities,
new families, new finances, new health, new vision and
newness of life are available to everyone. There is no need
to wait or delay. We do not need anyone’s permission to reset
our lives. It is our life and we need to live the best life that we
can.
If there was time and space, I could tell you story after
story of people like you and I who hit the reset button and
now are living a better life. They stood up and made the
quality decision to not settle for what was becoming a normal
life that was filled with frustration, lack, disappointment,
boredom and isolation.
Everything you and I need in order o reset our lives, and
dreams, is available and accessible. Trust me, it is there for
the taking and edification of our lives. It is my personal hope
that the balance of this year and 2019 prove to be fruitful and
bountiful to those who dare to hit the reset button and strike
out to make things happen daily. Why not hit the reset button?
You have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
Recco
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“The wise are ready when
opportunity knocks.”
Dr. Recco
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Dr. Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC
Sister Jacqueline Ferguson & Minister Myra Houston

A power packed must read book!
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The Importance Of Pursing Knowledge
By Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC

I have always been enamored with the word
knowledge. My father always told me to seek to know
everything that you can about everything. Back in the
early 1980’s during my undergraduate studies at Ferris
State University, the buzz word on campus was
“Knowledge is Power.” Now is a good time to discuss a
good working definition of knowledge. As it is my
custom, I tend to rely on the Hebrew and Greek
dictionary when seeking to find out what a word means.
One of the Hebrew words for knowledge is daath. It
means concern, to know, premeditation, creative skill,
truth, perception, knowledge possessed by discernment
and to understand and wisdom. As well, one of the Greek
words for knowledge is epignósis. It means recognition,
discernment, knowledge of a particular point (directed
towards a particular object), perception, discernment,
intuition. It also means to cognate, which is knowledge
gained through first hand relationship that is fitting and
appropriate. Lastly, knowledge means real, acknowledge,
precise and correct knowledge of things ethical and
absolute.
The abundance of information regarding knowledge
can be overwhelming. One of the best ways to tackle the
stated is to place knowledge in various categories of
understanding. The placing of concepts in categories was
introduced to me in 1995 by Dr. Anne Rawls, who at the
time was a graduate school sociology professor at Wayne
State University. We were studying social theories
written by Durkheim, Weber and Kant. The categorizing
of in-depth concepts is probably called something else
now, but I will stick with calling it categories of
understanding.
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People Who Pursue
Knowledge …
Will eventually be in
charge
Have a better chance of
being successful
Tend to view life from a
broader perspective
Are known to solve
problems faster
Typically focus on
outcomes
Usually live on the edge
Use incidental learning
Are curious by nature
Possess innate confidence
Avoid fear of failure
Read, read, read
See what others don’t see
Recognize the importance
of things
Require less supervision
Tend to soar and not fly
Appear to multi-task better
Are not afraid of risk

My brief personal research efforts reveal that there are
main categories of understanding regarding knowledge.
The highly effective parent, mental health therapist, and
leader are able to impart and share the below aspects of
knowledge with others.
Knowledge of Ourselves: Over the last few weeks,
during individual counseling sessions with clients, I
challenged several of them to provide 10 answers to
the question “What I need to tell myself.” Boy, did
this activity help the clients accept themselves and
know themselves.
I was actually somewhat shocked
by the level of
honesty and personal insight that they were able to tap
into.

When People Abuse
Knowledge …
Lives are devastated
Arrogance prevails
The law is compromised
Additional oppression
takes place
Chaos becomes the norm
Darkness appears to be
light
Truth is twisted
Restraints are removed
Lewd language arises
Hearts faint daily
Hope is deferred

We must place an expectation on ourselves to “Know
thyself.” Know thyself and knowledge of ourselves is
not a new concept. The Ancient Greek aphorism, "Know
thyself", is one of the Delphic maxims and was inscribed
in the pronaos of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.
Socrates later expounded upon this phrase, when he
taught that, "The unexamined life is not worth living."
What I have found is that when we set ourselves to know
ourselves, other important things like success, insight,
happiness, healing and self-worth follow.
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Correction becomes evil
Simplicity becomes
complicated
Accountability vanishes
Regard for life wavers
The law becomes divisive

Knowledge of What To Do: It is hard pressed to do
something when there is no frame of reference for doing
it. This is where some of our children, co-workers and
clients find themselves. They know they need to do
something so as to improve their lives but they are not
sure of what to do.
Many times they fear trying something and failing, thus
they opt to try nothing. As caring adults and mental
health providers, it is our job to help others determine a
path to take before they act. I’m often reminded that
today’s culture, and world, features no time for people to
continue fumbling their plans and heart’s desire.
Because of this, it is critical that the individuals that
cross our paths are given information that according to
their desires, steers them in the right direction.
Knowledge To Lead People: A quick glance reveals
that the majority of our knowledge is needed when
dealing with people and situations that may or may not
directly involve us. Because of this, there is a need to
know how to lead others. We sorely need the ability to
judge situations and actions so as to ascertain the best
possible outcomes for all involved.
Good judgment and understanding can be experienced as
a result of having knowledge and a sense of how to
interact, associate with, and process our relationships
with others.
Knowledge Produces Stability & Strength: Of all the
aspects of knowledge, what I love and appreciate the
most is its ability to produce stability and strength in our
lives and in the lives of those that we service. We are
only as strong as the knowledge that we stand firm on,
comprehend and release in our daily lives.
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Knowledge Reminders
Gallery

So many times we seek strength and to be establ
established in
certain areas of our life. Many times, the answer to
desires is the securing of knowledge regarding our
request. The knowledge allows us to accurately pursue,
plan and set our affections on outcomes. Our strength,
deliverance and stability come ffrom knowing and
walking therein.
One thing that I have learned about knowledge is the
importance of embracing what it is and meditating on it.
It would serve us all well if we taught and instructed
others on how to meditate. Meditation clears the mind,
clarifies
larifies things and puts us in a position to understand.
Knowledge Is Like A Precious Gem & Reward: I’m
often reminded of the rewards of possessing knowledge.
Knowledge can lead us to solutions and depths of truth
that can break forth new inventions, tech
technological
advances and world changing ideas.
Knowledge is at the root of all things. It is the foundation
of topics and disciplines such as engineering, medicine,
social work, automobiles, farming, finances, music and
the arts.
We can come to know the bases
ses of most subjects and
situations by tapping into the knowledge that is at our
disposal. The problem is that most people are too lazy to
find out, or are not aware of the power and depths that
knowledge can reveal.
I don’t know about you but I have been in situations
where I did not know the answer and had very little
frame of reference for what was going on in my life. I
was able to secure answers and understand things after
seeking knowledge and insight into what was going on.
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Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc.
ABLE Program Facts

Adolescents for Better Learning Endeavors

ABLE Program

(2014 – 2018)

Just over 500 different
6th through 12th grade
students have been
serviced
Nearly 250 different
teachers have been
offered support
About 400 different
parents have been
serviced
Nearly 72% of student
participants’ grades
improved
Approximately 70% of
student participants’
experienced a decrease in
behavior referrals
About 73% of student
participants’ saw a
decrease in being absent
from school

The Adolescents for Better Learning Endeavors (ABLE)
Program is designed to help school age youth move forward
as a result of gaining new skills and competency.
The goal is for participants to be able to successfully participate
within the school setting. The program helps participants
improve their academics, social life, emotional maturity and
decision-making skills.
The program provides academic, social and emotional
interventions that support, motivate and guide participants.
At the core of programming is research-based curriculum
and time-tested effective interventions that address students’
academic, psycho-social and mental health needs.
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ABLE Program
Components
Individual counseling
Family counseling
Home visits
Crisis management
Parenting workshops
Incentives & awards
Educational groups
Consultations
Exciting fieldtrips

RSRC
Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc.
Now Accepting LLPCs
“New & Transfer” Supervision Participants

Licensure Education Training
LET
“An Effective & Personal Limited Licensed Professional Counselor
Supervision Program”

“We offer the
difference ...

LET PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES
Group Supervision
Individual Supervision
Case Reviews
Compliance
Strategies/Audits
Regular Communication
NCE Test Prep
Counseling Residencies
Private Practice Support
Personal Confidence
Case Conceptualization
Treatment Planning
Grant/Proposal Writing

Lansing, MI & Flint, MI
Supervision Cohort Locations
For more info visit
reccorichardsonconsulting.com/let-program

Research Writing
Guest Speakers
Conferences/CEU’s

… that makes a
difference”

Since 2000, Over 150 LLPCs Have Been
Supervised By Dr. Richardson
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Licensure Education Training Program (LET)
Offered by Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc., the
Licensure Educational Training (LET) Program is an effective
supervisory program that targets Limited Licensed
Professional Counselors (LLPCs) who need supervision.
LET Services
Group Supervision: Monthly gatherings that review
caseloads and discuss trends.
Individual Supervision: As requested, informal one-on-one
sessions that provide personal attention and insightful
strategies.
Communication: Unlimited monthly communication via
phone, email and text.
Other: NCE workshops, counseling residencies, business
services support, book club and scholarly writing/research.
LET/LLPC’s INFO

Next Group Supervision
Lansing: Saturday October 20, 2018 (4 pm – 8 pm)
Flint: Sunday October 21, 2018 (5 pm – 9 pm)

Typical Supervision Topics
Case Conceptualization

Private Practice Insight

Treatment Planning

Personal Confidence

Clinical Diagnosis

Managing Difficult Clients

Career Planning

Grant/Proposal Writing

Ethical Dilemmas

Professional Disclosure

Case Termination
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Contact Us
Recco S. Richardson
Consulting, Inc.
Recco Santee Richardson,
Ph.D., LPC
2500 S. Linden Road, P.O. Box
321252, Flint, MI 48532
(810) 394-7815 (Office)
(810) 732-6657 (Fax)
Website:
reccorichardson.com
Email:
reccorichardsonphd@gmail.com
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